Illustration 1---drawings with grid: Isaiah---28” x 13 7/8” Collection, Sidney Ashley Chanler, Fogg Art Museum and Angels --Yale Art Gallery--for Trinity tower

Illustration 2-- Watercolor for Angel--Yale Art Gallery

Illustration 3 -- photo by Henry La Farge of north wall decoration
Illustration 4 -- sketch for North wall decoration -- National Gallery of Art

Illustration 5 Grammar of Ornament plate XXVI comparison with La Farge's decorative frame

Illustration 6 Philippe de Champaigne, La Samaritaine, 1648
Illustration 7 La Farge, *Christ and the Woman of Samaria*

Illustration 8 *Coronation of the Virgin*, Cathedral of Santa Maria de la Regla, Leon

Illustration 9 Raphael, *Coronation of the Virgin Oddi Altarpiece*

Illustration 10 Raphael detail of drawing for *Three Graces* in Villa Farnesina (Royal Collection, Windsor)
Illustration 11  W. M. Hunt,
*Woman at a Fountain*, 1852-54

Illustration 12  La Farge, *St. Pol de Leon*, 1856

Illustration 13, Cartoon for *Christ and Nicodemus*,
published 1910, in *Art and Progress*
Illustration 14 La Farge, *Christ and Nicodemus*

Illustration 15 Raphael, *Prophets*, S. M. della Pace, Rome

Illustration 16
Robert Jefferson Bingham 1859 photographer
Raphael, drawing for *Hosea and Jonah*
with grid in red chalk

Illustration 17
Print by Conrad Metz engraver & publisher, 1789
Illustration 18 Raphael, Study of philosophers and detail of figure from *The School of Athens*

Illustration 19 Andrea del Sarto, *Madonna of the Harpies*

Illustration 20 La Farge, *Study for Christ*, 1877 Princeton University
Illustration 21 Virgin Portal typanum, Amiens Cathedral,

Illustration 22 Detail of Prophets and Moses